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Luminosity Evolution of Double Radio Sources
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Abstract: We have recently developed a detailed analytical model for powerful radio sources based on the
results of a series of 2-D numerical hydrodynamical simulations. Here we make use of the model results to
investigate the radio source luminosity evolution. Changes in the radio spectrum due to radiation losses were
calculated in two different scenarios for energy gains/losses: Kardashev–Pacholczyk (KP) and ‘continuous
injection’(CI). The magnetic field was calculated in two limiting cases: (1) assuming equipartition of energy
between relativistic particles and fields and (2) magnetic flux conservation inside the cocoon. The effect of
the surrounding medium was taken into account by considering three different ambient density profiles. The
evolutionary tracks were plotted in a power–diameter (P-D) diagram and compared with the predictions of
self-similar models. In general, the evolutionary tracks cannot be represented by a simple power law and
have a complex form that is most probably the result of the nonself-similar evolution of the source.
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1 Introduction

The power–diameter diagram is an important tool for prob-
ing how radio luminosity and radio source size vary over
radio source lifetimes (Baldwin 1982; Fanti et al. 1995;
Readhead et al. 1996; Kaiser et al. 1997; O’Dea & Baum
1997; Blundell, Rawlings & Willott 1999; Alexander
2000; Snellen et al. 2000).

We have recently developed a detailed analytical model
for powerful radio sources (Carvalho & O’Dea 2003,
Paper III) based on the results of a series of numer-
ical hydrodynamical simulations (Carvalho & O’Dea
2002a,b). The model takes into account the nonuniform
distribution of pressure in the shocked ambient gas region
enclosed by the bow shock and cocoon and is in good
agreement with the numerical simulations regarding the
time dependence of the source volume, the variation of
pressure with source size and the overall shape and aspect
ratio of the cocoon and bow shock. In this paper we make
use of the model results to investigate the radio source
luminosity evolution. The radio luminosity of the source
can be estimated if we make the simplified assumption that
the energy density of the synchrotron particles is roughly
equal to the gas hydrodynamic pressure.

We consider two limiting cases for the magnetic field:
(1) equipartition of energy between relativistic particles
and fields and (2) magnetic flux conservation inside the
cocoon. Radiation losses are taken into account and two
different models (Kardashev–Pacholczyk (KP) and ‘con-
tinuous injection’ (CI)) are used to calculate the change
in the radio spectrum. We investigate the effect of the
ambient gas by considering a constant density atmo-
sphere, an isothermal atmosphere with a density gradient
according to King’s law and, finally, an atmosphere where
the gas density follows King’s law up to a distance

Table 1. Types of self-similar models

Type I Type II Type III

Density, ρ Constant d−2 d−δ

Head speed, vh Constant Constant t (δ−2)/(5−δ)

Dead area, Ah Constant t2 t (δ+4)/(5−δ)

Source size, zh t t t (3)/(5−δ)

Head pressure, Ph Constant t−2 t−(δ+4)/(5−δ)

Cocoon radius, rc t1/2 t1/2 t (3)/(5−δ)

Cocoon pressure, Pc t−1 t−1 t−(δ+4)/(5−δ)

Ph/Pc t t−1 Constant

Type I: Begelman & Cioffi (1989); Loken et al. (1992); Cioffi & Blondin
(1992); Nath (1995).
Type II: Daly (1990).
Type III: Falle (1991); Begelman (1996); Bicknell, Dopita & O’Dea
(1997); Kaiser & Alexander (1997).

of 100 kpc from the galactic nuclei and then remains
constant.

We also study the luminosity evolution within the
framework of three different self-similar models (see
Table 1) for the source expansion assuming that the bulk
of the radio emission comes either from the source head
or from the whole cocoon. In this instance, the radio emis-
sivity is assumed to be uniform over the emitting region.
We use our more detailed analytical model to calculate
the evolutionary tracks for sources generated by jets with
a broad range of physical parameters.

2 Results and Discussion

We compare our results with the predictions of the self-
similar models in Table 2 which gives values for the
exponent d, where P178 ∝ zd

h , for both the head and the
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Table 2. Evolution of radio power — exponent d in Pν ∝ zd
h

Emitting volume Constant density Decaying density

Model type Model type
I III (δ = 0) II III (δ = 3/2) III (δ = 2)

Head 0 −1/3 −1/2 −1/2 −11/24
Cocoon

Equipartition field 1/4 2/3 1/4 −1/2 −5/24
Flux conservation field −1/2 −1/3 1 −1/2 −11/24

Figure 1 Comparison between different energy gain/loss processes. The left panel is for a young source
(M = 38.8, η = 0.0542) and the right panel for an old source (M = 3.3, η = 0.021). Full lines represent the
KP model, dashed lines the CI model and dashed-dotted lines no energy loss. Equipartition magnetic field is
indicated by ‘EQ’ and flux conservation field by ‘FC’. Here, M is the Mach number, η is the jet to ambient
density ratio and zh is the source size. The source age T is in Myr and the redshift z = 1.

cocoon volume. We see that the different self-similar
models predict significantly different values.

A comparison of the effects of radiative losses (Fig. 1)
shows that in the young source, the effects of radiative
losses are negligible, while in the older source, the results
can be very significant. The KP loss model results in lower
radio powers, especially in sources with equipartition
magnetic fields. The increase in inverse Compton losses
going from z = 1 to z = 2 causes a significant reduction in
radio power.

In a constant density atmosphere, the radio luminosity
of our analytical model tends to increase with time (size).
An exception is the model with flux conserving magnetic
field which is roughly constant or slightly decreasing in
luminosity. The effect of radiative losses is more dramatic
at low and intermediate Mach number since these sources
are older than those with comparable size but with high
M . In the case of an equipartition field the exponent d

tends asymptotically to approximately −1/3 after a start
at d ∼ 2/3. This is more apparent for the KP model.

In an atmosphere with declining density, the radio
luminosity initially rises, but then declines with increas-
ing size. The source size for which the maximum occurs
decreases with increasing Mach number. The radio power–
size relation does not follow a simple power law although
at intermediate sizes it agrees approximately with the
prediction of Type III self-similar models.

For a given jet power, cocoons with flux conserving
magnetic field have lower radio luminosity than cocoons

with equipartition magnetic fields. In constant density
atmospheres, cocoons with magnetic flux conservation
dim faster than those with equipartition fields.

In an atmosphere with declining density, sources
dominated by a pair plasma (electron + positron jet)
experience relatively lower radiative losses and have
higher radio power than sources dominated by baryons
(electron + proton jet).

We have also considered an atmosphere where the
gas density follows King’s law up to a distance of 100
kpc from the galactic nucleus and then remains constant
(Fig. 2). In the regions where the IGM density is con-
stant, the radio power decreases more slowly than the
case where the density continues to decline. For both the
equipartition field and flux conservation field, the radio
power, after initially increasing, falls with source size
roughly as z

−1/2
h , except in the case of low Mach num-

ber for the KP model. Coincidentally, this is the behavior
predicted by Type III self-similar models which predict
d = −1/2 and d = −1/3 for zh < 100 kpc (δ = 2) and
zh > 100 kpc (δ = 0), respectively, at least in the case of a
flux conserving field (even though the self-similar models
do not include radiation losses).

Finally, we have shown (Carvalho & O’Dea 2003) that
in a detailed analytical model based on hydrodynamical
simulations, the jet propagation does not exhibit
self-similar behavior. Self-similar models will render a
power law for the luminosity–size relation. However,
the evolutionary tracks shown in Figure 2 cannot be
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Figure 2 Radio power as a function of source size for jets propagating in an atmosphere where the gas density follows King’s
law up to a distance of 100 kpc from the galactic nuclei and then remains constant, taking into account radiation losses with
continuous injection (CI model) for a source redshift z = 1. The dotted lines are the prediction of Type III self-similar models,
that is, d = −1/2 in the case of an equipartition field and flux conserving field for zh < 100 kpc and d = 2/3 and d = −1/3
respectively for an equipartition and flux conserving field for zh > 100 kpc. The full lines are for an equipartition field and the
dashed lines for flux conservation field. The thin lines represent the radio power calculated assuming uniform average energy
density in the cocoon. The thick lines denote the radio power calculated integrating the emissivity along the cocoon length.

represented by a simple power law and instead have a
complex form that is most probably the result of the
nonself-similar evolution of the source.
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